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Student Dies III Suicide Jump From·· 15th Floor
. _ - - - - - - - - _._------

.NYPD Investigation Closed
-
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Body Lands in Front of .
18th Street Building Entrance
By Shan-san Wu

News Editor
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Baruch senior Thomas A. Berk died after
falling 15 stories from the 111 East 18th St.
building last Wednesday evening in what the
NYPD has officially called a suicide.
According to police, the 24-year-old senior
from Queens climbed out of a empty classroom on the 15th floor at 6:30 p.m. and
jumped from the ledge to his death. Berk landed almost directly in front of the entrance to
the building, just barely missing a nearby row
of parked cars by inches.
Police responded to the scene approximately five minutes later, according to a number of
eyewitnesses on the scene. Officers immediately covered the body with a yellow tarp and
cordoned off the area: of impact. closing the
main entrance to the building.
441 heard a lound noise when he "landed."
said a waitress from a nearby restaurant who
declined to' give her name. "The police
-re._Ied--¥e~~'*I;y..:~~
..-.---....- _.- .... -----~- .- --.
.'.
.
.." "-No-su~i'de-'note -was-.teft,--buf -a backpack
belonging to Berle: was discovered by investigators in a 15th floor classroom. According to
, ....:. -.tfie Baruch'" News and Media Office, a journal
containing multiple entries such as "life
sucks", "despondent" and "no money" was
foulld.J.Qside the pack.
Berk's body lay on the rain...soaked street
for over an hour as investigators completed
TboIn8s~ serk fell
last wednesdIIy. ~ from the 15th ftoor.of 111 E. 18t1l S1reet. His belongings were left In an empty
cI8ssroOInand .poke
COfiCIuded th8t Berk committed suicide. His parents .... notified by interim President Sidney Urtzman shortly
continued on page 3
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·Rmtks~BaruchAm~ng
Top Ten Most Selective Colleges In Nation r" \': }~:'"
By OlubuDmi JODes-Omotoso

Contributing Writer
_

For the secorid year in a row, Baruch has
received high ratings in US News and World
Reports Year 2000 annual college rankings.
In the .classifications of ethnic diversity,
admissions selectivity and graduating debt
load, Baruch had an impressively high standethni di
..
Baruch
ing. In the area.o f
me iversity, DeIIU"
received a score of .75 and .74 for 1999 and
1998 respectively, out of a possible score of
1.0. This score ranked Baruch as the most ethnically diverse school in the nation.
Baruch'shigh rankings in these two partieular areas are in addition to its comparably
high overall standing. Baruch' ranked in the
Second Tier (schools ranked 39 to 19 out ef
504) of Northern Regional Schools.
Additionally Baruch, with a remarkable 80/0,
has the lowest percentage of students graduating with student loan debt. Murphy of admissions attributes this phenomenon to "our low
tuition and fees."
Baruch's. admissions criteria was also
ranked very high. With acceptance rates of
19010 for the current year and 23% for the previous, Baruch's admissions criteria was
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dubbed "more selective," placing it in the
Acceptance. Rates ot
ranks of" other New York schools. such as
Sel8cted Universities and
Syracuse and Fordham 'Universities: James
CoIIeges·from 8Cf9SS-the natiOn
Murphy of the Admissions offlce indicated
accordiI;lg ~ the 1999 edition
that "of the 14,861 potential freshmen that
of the US News 'and .WorId
listed Baruch ,on their applications, 2623
Report College ·Ranfdngs
were accepted." . These statistics give
Baruch the strictest admissions policy in 1) Harvard University
13% .
CUNY
Thei
. sho'
Baruch
2) Princeton University ...13% .
•
impressrve
WIng puts
.stu- 3) Stanford-ui1iv8rsiiY.: 15% \
dents, particularly those soon to be entering .4) Columbia· University . ':'.1-7%: .
the job market at a distinct advantage. 5):Brown~··· .. 18!""..~.•
Pa~ricia
Imbim~
of· the
Career 6) Yale UniversitY
18% .
Development <?e~ter conte.n~. that. for 7) Amherst-coRege
.,20%
emplo~~ adnusslOns selectiv~ transfates.·· 8f~lJfIiVeisitY2f%'
to. the Idea that B~h students are acade- 9} o8rtmouth University 22%
ml~l~y ~ ~ h~ely to be confident,
10) CUNY-Baruch
23% .
ambItIOUS Individuals."
11) Swarthmore
23"
I~b.irn~ also ~nts out, the diversity is 12) C81Tech
2302
an indication that students .who ~uate 13) MIT.
25%
!fom ~aruc:h ~~e had expenen'7 mteract- Notables
109 With individuals representing many
_ UC Berkeley
31%
races and cultures." She notes, "Companies _ NYU
40%
'The_inOet·
·us _"•.coIIege
allow
specifically aiming to increase their compa- _ WlSCOnSinIMadison
68%
CUNY
the ftIIII(In·.I........ tdUCIenI-bocIy
ny's diversity ma~ choose ~h~ a place . _ CUNY Hunter
55% ...........,.
d OIlJPrIn;-., Com. . . . . UC
to searc~ f~ .q.uahfied ~Idates.
,
_ CUNY BIookIyn .
83Kt
B.' I Ilit In" 1••la••••,.e. . . . . . . . 1.percent.
-=[."
n
TtA
· t .. CWlYClCI......
The. poslbye re~ re~~ ~ Baruch s B81'uch'. ..... for 2GOO .. 1'"
HW.ir
51 perc
·.c-.s••u.. raIa.
reputation as a "flagship" InstitUtiOn.
.
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Baruch Golden Key Chapter Honored With National Award

Baruch Golden Key Honor Society officers who attended the International Golden Key Convention held in Orlando, Rorlda. Ana Soto is being presented the
Chapter Award by Georgia State University President Dr. Carl Patton. (Photol11cker Archives)
Membership is by invitation only, according
to the Golden Key website, and a minimum
GPA is required.
A fee is also collected by Golden Key
from members in order
to defray organizational operating costs.
According
to
Shannon
Proctor,
Golden Key associate
director of public relations, criteria for award nomination includes
community involvement, public representation

By Ana Soto

Contributing Writer
The Baruch Chapter of the Golden Key
National Honor Society was awarded the Key
Chapter Award during ceremonies held at the
Golden Key Convention this summer.
It is the seventh time in 10 years the Baruch
chapter has received this award.
Golden Key is a non-profit, international
academic honors organization that provides
academic recgnition, leadership opportunities
and other services to its members.

of Golden Key, chapter activities, membership
outreach and leadership.
The Baruch chapter
of Golden Key was
especially recognized
for three of the public
service projects it supports: Shadow Days,
Adopt-a-School and
the Volunteer Income
Tax.
Assistance,
Program,
Shadow Days is a program that seeks to promote Baruch by giving Baruch students the

It is the seventh time in 10
years the Baruch chapter
has received this award

opportunity to "shadow"
high school seniors for a
day. Volunteers escort the
seniors to college classes
on a "'given Thursday and
introduce them to aspects
of college life including
classes and clubs.
The Adopt-a-School
program gives Baruch students' the opportunity to
become teaching assistants. Based at Public
School No. 2 located in
Chinatown, college students interact with elementary school students
and spend afternoons
helping them with class
and homework.
The Volunteer Income
Tax 1 Assistance Program
provides free tax help to
those who are unable to
afford professional tax
assistance. Tax training for
volunteers is provided by
the .IRS and New York
State.
A number of Baruch
chapter members attended
the 1999 .International
Golden Key Convention
held in Orlando, Florida
this August. Over 1,250
delegates
representing
chapters from around the
world participated in the

event.
According to former Baruch Chapter Vice
President of 'Public Relations, Claudia
Moldoveanu, GOlden Key members were
responsible for their own transportation costs
to and from the convention. The remaing costs
were covered by Golden Key.
"It was great," said Moldoveanu, "everyone
had a wonderful time and it was a very enriching experience."

Ana 8010 is the current President of the
Baruch Chapter ofthe Golden Key National
Honor Society.
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Ticker ':"riter Falls From 18th- Street Building Classroom
continuedfrom front
their on-scene findings.
"It was the most undignified thing," said
nearby resident Elizabeth Lippman. "He was
just left there on the street for one and a half
hours."
The large crowd of students gathering to
enter the III East 18th St. building were
forced to detour around the police cordon and
enter the building single file up the handicapped access ramp. Exiting students, many of
whom were unsure as to why they were being
told to wait in hallways and in elevators by
Baruch security, soon discovered the reason as
they filed down the ramp past the tarp-covered
body.

"Cause of death was from blunt impact to
the head, trunk and extremities," said Chief
Medical Examiner's Office spokesperson
Ellen Borakove. "Suicide," she concluded.
The police, who had initially assigned
detectives to look into the case, came to the
same conclusion over the weekend when the
investigation was closed as a suicide according
to NYPD Sgt. Brian Burke.
Interim President Sidney Lirtzman
informed Berk's parents via telephone almost
immediately after the jump, and attended a
wake set up by Berk's family last Friday,
evening according to Baruch News and Media
Office Director Zane Berzins. Funeral services
were held the following Saturday.
Berk had just arrived at the 18th St. building from his Film and Television Writing
Workshop class taught by Journalism
Professor Bridgett Davis eight blocks away in
the 360 PAS building. Class had been let out at ,
approximately 5:35 p.m.

(Left) The doorway.
(BeloW) Crumpled venetian
blinds at the WIndow.
(Right TopIMlddle) Steps
to the edge of the window.
leading to the ledge.
(Bottom Center) Full view
from window of 15th floor
in 18th St. building.
(Bottom Left) Workman
observed Installing window guards on 15th floor
last weekend.
(Bottom Right) Students
and security at the.ecIge of
police cordon blOCldng
street t ...fftc~ The ~
narrowly missed hitting a
motorcycle and a line of
nearby parked cars.
(PhotoslTlcker Archives)

---------

"No, I did not see
any sign ofsomething
like this happening.
Whatever inner turmoil
he had, he masked
it very well:"

Tropical Storm Floyd Closes School For Day
By Shan-san Wu

News Editor
Hurricane Floyd, which swept across the
eastern seaboard last week, passed over and
above the greater New York City area at tropical storm strength last Thursday, bringing with
it a flurry of contingincy plans, disaster fears
and, for many Baruch students, a wonderfully
long four-day vacation.
UI dont have classes on Fridays," said
Baruch student Allison McIntyre. "Hello weekend!"
Students arriving for afternoon classes
Thrusday September 16th were seen leaving
buildings as quickly as they were entering
after being told by Baruch security officers that
all school buildings were closing at 3:00 p.m.
and that all classes after 12 noon had been cancelled. due to the approaching hurricane.
For perhaps the first time in Baruch's history, elevators in the 360 PAS were free after
noon classes.

(PhotolTicker Archives)
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Classes cancelled will be made up on
Monday, Dec. 13 and all administratiove deadIines set for Sept. 17 were extended to Sept. 21.
Club hours were also cancelled.
of
Floyd's
approach,
Forewamed
Chancellor of CUNY Matthew Goldstein
informed CUNY campus presidents of his
decision to close school for the day on the
morning of the 16th.
According to Baruch Director of News and
Media Zane Berzins, Baruch Interim President
Sidney Lirtzman convened a meeting of his
own at 10:30 a.m. to determine how best to
implement the Chancellor's decision.
"It was decided that buildings should be
closed and that classes should be cancelled at
that time," said Vice President of Student
Development Samuel Johnson. "Most administration members were out of buildings by
12:30:'
"It doesn't look that bad outside, I dont
know why we cant just stay here," said Baruch
senior Joseph Fong.
Darkening skies quickly replaced the milder
rain showers of the morning, however.
As stores all along Park avenue were closing
early and business people from the New York
Life building adjacent 'to Baruch were beginning early homeward commutes, Baruch began
opening its doors to people without a home to
commute to.
The Baruch gym at 17 Lexington Ave. was
opened as part of Baruch's participation in a
city-designated hurricane shelter program
designed to provide cover for those in need of
protection from Floyd.
·
"It's good to show that Baruch cares about
the communnity," said Berzins. "About t 5 pe0ple showed up at the shelter in the gym."
By this time, however, the majority of students had already long gone home; and many
students saved themselves a trip to school by
calling ahead of time.

"We received many phone calls from students asking if school had been cancelled or
not," said Johnson. "We didnt know untillater
that morning if school was going to be closed
or not, but once the chancellor closes the
schools down, you pretty much have to be with
the program."
With last Monday's vacation and last
Tuesday"s adherance to a Monday schedule,
classes which normally meet on Tuesdays and
Thursdays will have had a eight day gap in
between classes.
"Maybe we should have a hurricane every

(PhotoITIcker Archives)

Students in Davis' class were required to
keep ajournal: the same journal that was found
in Berk 's backpack by police.
"It was a visual notebook." said classmate
David Blanks.....We were encouraged to put
down our inner. thoughts and visual ideas."
Berk read from his journal in class the evening
of his death and Blanks made specific note of
the fact that Berk appeared normal during
class.
Berk had taken three of Davis' classes in
past semesters and she had seen first-hand his
development as a student-and a writer. Davis
praised Berk's writing and dedication to
becoming an accomplished reporter while at
the same time expressing her shock over his
death.
"No, I did not see any sign of something
like this happening. Whatever inner turmoil he
had, he masked it very well," said Davis. "I
know as a professor 1was unprepared for this."
A transfer student who was approaching
graduation, Berk was also a sportswriter for
The Ticker. His final article was printed in the
sports section of last week's issue.
"I met him at the end of last semester'when
he came into the Ticker to ask if he could write
for us," said Kenyatta Pious, Ticker Sports editor. "He always carried himself well and gave
no hint of the sadness within,"
Over the weekend, workmen were seen
installing window guards in all rooms on, the
15th floor facing the front of the 18th street
building.
Window guards were installed in the bathrooms of the 18th street building last semester
in response to the apparent suicide jump of
Baruch student Yankun Huang in March.
"[Thomas] cared about his writing, he
applied himself and. he had promise," said
Davis. "It is my belief that he found some
solace for his life at Baruch."
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT
RETIREMENT COMPANY
ALL THE DIFFERENCE.

ailing

all • • •
.
'Writers
.

F

Surprisingly low expenses

o r over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has

.

been the leading retirement company
on America's campuses. BUl experience is
just one reason why so many smart
investors trust Us with their ftna~c,iaJ
furure. Here are a few marc:

,

TlAA-CREF's operating costs are among

fund industries.~-more--ofyour-mOftev--:---+--:------Ir--
goes where it should - toward ensuring

With over S2SO billion in assets under managernent, TIAA-CREF is the world's largest
retirement organization - and among the
most solid. Its one of the reasons why

\Ve oflCr a v.,';de variety of expertly
managed investment options to help build
your assets. We make it simple, too, with
stock, bond, money market. real estate,
and guaranteed options.

I

Solid, long-term
perfor-mance
We.seck out long-term. opportunities that

other companies. in pursuit of quick gains.
- orten miss. 'rho ugh past performance can 't
guarantee ~ture results. this patient philosophy has proven exrrernely rewarding.

I:

September 23
12:30P.M

Unrivaled service
We believe that our service distinguishes
us from every other retirement cotnpany.
In the most recent OaJbar survev
TIAA-CU.E.F ranks tops in participation
sat isfactioD. 3
Call today to hnd o~t how TI Al\CREF can help you build the financial
future you want and deserve.
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Journalism Resources
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360 PAS 11th f'loor
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The Ticker
Publishing Weekly
The students' voice gets
stronger

To find out more - give us

a call or visit our website

it.~

I 800 842-2776
www. tiaa-cref.org

Let

Helpline
lend you a hand
$25 + Per Hour
Direct Sales reps needed NOW!
Market credit card appl. Person-to-person
Commissions avg. $250-500/wk.
1-800-651-2832

PT...MKTG ANlYSIS/COPYWRITING
15-25 hrs./week. sunny downtown location

Housing Information

Referrals to Outside
Agencies

flexible hrs available inc Sots.

Your College Information

copy writing; cnolysis skills needed.

Resource

resume to tactica@aol.com or FAX 212 96.4 -0084

PT ACCOUNTING/BKKEEPING ASSISTANT
15-25 hrs./week. sunny downfown location
flexible hrs available INC sats.
check paymt; invoicing; quicken;
records; administrative.
seek motivated; excel; quicken; msoffice
resume to tactica@aol.com or fax 212-96~084

Monday-Friday 9am-6pm
Room 1548360, PAS
(212) 802-6795'
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the world. Her outlook is based on her experiences with victims of famines, civil wars,
AIDS, other epidemics and poverty which is
tearing Africa and other countries apart.
Despite these problems Goodall still has hope.
In fact, she gives four reasons for being hopeful:
First is the promise of "the human brain.."
Just as it's capable of creating massive
weapons of destruction, it can also devise new
ways to harmonize with nature. Using industrial wastes to make products such as bricks is
one example.
Second is the "amazing resilience of nature."
Lake Erie, a former fire hazard, now has fish

"How can we bring
children into the world
if we can ,I give them
·hope?"

Judging by the audience s reaction, the
.
evening was a success

Goodall painted a
grim yet realistic picture of the world

Peer Counseling

consumer/retailing/fashion trds; data base; focus groups;

anniversary celebration. Most
were satisfied with Goodall's
Staff Writer
message of hope. Rebecca
Thomas, a Syracuse University
World-renowned scientist, conservationist
Fine Arts graduate was so
and animal rights activist Dr. Jane Goodall
touched by Goodall's sincerity,
_spoke about the importance of awareness of
optimism
and encouragement that'
the environment's deteriorating conditions at
she plans to join the Institute.
the Union Square Barnes & Nobles bookstore
"Pm very glad that I came,"
last Friday night. The stopwas one of many in
said
Barbara- Lynne Nelson, a
the tour of Goodall's latest book, Reason for
CUNY Graduate School alumni
Hope: A Spiritual Journey.
who once taught a writing course
The conversation revolved around GoodaJl's
at
Baruch for one semester. "She
earlier works, the center she founded to get
has a wonderful ability to move
youth involved in caring for the environment,
people's emotions:"
her caring and humanitarian nature and, of
Another attendee, Anil Dube,
course, chimpanzees.
was quite impressed by Goodall's
Yes, chimpanzees! Dr. Goodall has been
pioneering efforts in "setting
studying these mammals in Tanzania, East
something new for her time."
Africa's Gombe forest, for the past 40 years.
Goodall's mission to spread
Her studies have revealed facts that revolutionawareness and to prevent any furized the way the scientific community perther destructive actions to aniceives animals, Before her study, most scienmals, the environment and world
tists thought that animals did not have' emo- - community is her life-time com----------------tions. Her experience with her own pets drove
mitment. In 1977, she founded
swimming in it again. That demonstrates
her to prove that animals do, indeed, have
the
Jane Goodall Institute for
nature's
ability
to
bounce
back
quickly
from
emotions characteristic of humans.
Wildlife Research.Education and
industrial exploitation.
Although she enjoyed living in the Gombe
Conservation, a tax-exempt, nonThird is the "tremendous enthusiasm of
with the chimpanzees, Goodall left the forest
,
profit
organization "dedicated toyouth." That is, every individual can make a
to help save them. Of the 200,000 trees that
difference: ."How eanwe -bring-dlifdren into . 'investigating 811d pubIicmng--.
were in the 'forest when she arrived 1trere in"
endangered status of chiln- •
the world if we can't iglve them hope?"
1960, only 120 remain. The rocky soil is being
panzees
in the wild and someGoodall asks, and then encourages people to
washed down, the trees are being chopped
,
times deplorable conditions to which they are
....buy the future for our children" by purchasing
subjected in captivity."
products from, and patronizing environmentalIn 1991, JGI founded Roots & Shoots, an
ly-friendly companies, instead of those who
environmental and humanitarian program for
exploit and pollute the environment.
youth (preschool to university). In her quest to
The fourth reason is the "indomitable human
end the selfish concept that she labels "justspirit." To demonstrate our ability to survive
me-ism," her center stresses the importance of
and make beneficiaJ changes, Goodall cited
every action taken by an individual. To
the· achievements of people from aJl walks of
demonstrate, GoodaJl gave the example of
life, through 'dedication and perseverance.
down for lumber, roads are being built straight
New
Yorkers who throw trash in the street,
Among them were former South African
through the forests, diseases are spreading
thinking "my trash won't make a difference" or
President and anti-apartheid leader Nelson
rampantly due to a reduction in foliage densi"I'm only one person." To that, Goodall
Mandela; a man whose hands were blown to
ty, and refugees from neighboring, povertyanswers, "Every individual matters, every indipieces in a freak accident "as -a child, yet ~till
stricken countries are settling in the region.
vidual has a' role to play, every individual
went on to become a surgeon despite these
Those are only a few reasons for the forest's
makes a difference."
odds; and a child who saved up her allowance
destruction and the animals' possible eX~inc
During her tour, Goodall visited P.S. 229 in
and donated it to the center to help save the:
tion.
the
Bronx, one of the poorest schools in the
chimps.
Other universal threats. such as the growth of
nation, where the children Styrofoam usage
Judging by the audience's reaction, the
the ozone layer and the consumer orientation
evening was a success. Attendees quickly lined
of Western society, also influenced her deciup to sign up to join JGI and to.volunteer their
sion to leave.
services
for the Institute's upcoming 40th
Goodall painted a grim yet realistic picture of
By Macollvic Jean-Francois

To a ioint- meeting Ylith
The Ticker and
Dollars&Sense

j'Our future.

Easy diversification

Ensuring the future
for those who shape

Message of Hope and Responsibilty Comes out of African RainForrest .

the lowest in the insurance and mutua)

Superior strength

A-1.omingstar says, U"flAA-CREF sets the
standard in the financial services industry."

Goodall Sets Her Sights on the World

copy editors
photographers
and graphic artist -

:205 E. 42nd St. • NYC • 212-822-2700
:254 Greene St.- NYC • 212-254-2525
895AmIeInIImIA· NYC • 211666-4117

project influenced change in their community.
SalutiRg the audience with the chimpanzee
"hello" call, Goodall proceeded to discuss her
spiritual beliefs as they relate to- animals and
humans. Her wit, charm and sincerity captured
the audience's attention as she related her conservationist background.
Ever since she first started observing worms
in the backyard of her native London home at
the age of four, Goodall has been fascinated
with animals. Hidi.ng from everyone, to watch
, hens drop eggs and taking wonns to bed with
her convinced Goodall's mother that her interest in the little creatures was more than 'a passing, childish fancy. Although her family was
not wealthy, especially since World War II was
raging, Goodall's mother encouraged her love
of animaJs by providing numerous books in
support of her interest.
Throughout her youth, Goodall continued to
study .animals. Her passion paid off in 1958
when she was selected by the famous late

anthropologist Dr.· LOuis' Leakey to assist him
in Lake Tanganyika (present-day Tanzania).
There, she setout to eliminate the reductionist
view of animals. In a' nutshell, this view presented animals as beings with no personalities.
reasoning abilities or emotions;
By 1960, Goodall was studying chimpanzees
in the Gombe Forest. Her open mind was unbiased by academic rigidity, a quality which
helped her translate her observations of the
chimps' behaviors into human language. To
illustrate, Goodall gave the example ofa chimpanzee that became jealous of other females
around her little brother. Goodall wrotesimply
that "she was jealous." That statement would"
not be accepted as valid because fellow scientists at the time.did not associate emotions with
animals. Instead, a typical observer with formal training would write that the sister "acted
in such a way that had she been human, we
would have called her behavior jealous."
Therefore, Goodall went to school to learn
how to present her findings in a way that.
would be accepted by the scientific community.
After acquiring a Ph.D. in ethology at
Cambridge University, Goodall established the
Gombe Stream Research Centre to continue
her study of chimpanzees because "they are
more similar to humans intheir genetic and
physical makeup, their social behavior, and
their psychology" than any other animal.
For further information on joining or contributing to The Jane Goodall Institute for
and
Wildlife
Research,
Education
Conservation in the U.S. and Roots &. Shoots,
contact.the following:

JGI-USA P.O. Box 14890
Silver Spring, MD 20911
Tel. 30.1 -565-0086
Fax 301-565-3188
Website: http://www.janegoodhall.org
E-mail: jgiinformation@janegoodhall.Org
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Don't Mess'
With the Army!
.--.----

His Nalne was Tholnas Berk
Spring 1999: He sauntered into The Ticker office as students dofrom time to time and told me that he was interested in writingfor the sports section. Engaged in multi-tasking, I handed him a piece ofpaper and asked him to
write down his name, address and e-mail. I tried to make eye contact with him as often as possible, cracked a couple ofcorny jokes and tried to make him feel welcomed. Lord knows there are times around here when we are at
each others throats, therefore I wanted his lasting impression to be one ofease.
His name was Thomas Berk.

/

.

,

David Blanks'
Editor-in-Chief
ticker_eic@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Bryan Fleck* •...•••.•. : Managing Editor
ticker_news@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Shan-san Wu ••..•••••.. News Editor
tickernewsl@hotmail.com

Fall 1999: I walked into my classroom and looked around. Everybody seemed to gravitate towards members of
their own sex and the classroom was divided along the lines ofgender. Although this was our- second class, I was
still unfamiliar with a few ofthe people. That day I noticed a student that seemed vaguely familiar. By the end of
class, I knew why.

Michael Papilsky ..... Business Editor I Mngr.
ticlcerbUS@USajzet

His name was Thomas Berk.

Jessica Zhou*
Features Editor
tickerJeatures@Scsu. baruch. cuny. edu

I made a mental note to talk with him sometime about the paper. I asked the sports editor about him. He was still
contributing. That was that:
9/15/99: We were all taking turns reading from our "visual notebooks, " a journal ofsorts and a creative tool of our
writing course. I watched as various students read "first thought" entries, words spawnedfrom no-holds-barred
free-writing. One of the more animated students read from his entries and the student who sat next to him was
really enthralled by what he had to say. "Living vicariously?" I asked. He was too engrossed to respond, besides it
was his turn toread. His words rang with a strong melodramatic rhythm and ended with a coup de grace. His
words proclaimed a personal triumph.

Hasani Gittens
features / Ops Editor
tickerJeatures@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

Vanessa Singh. :
Senior Arts Editor
the_ticker@Scsu.baruchcuny.edu
Jon Minners*
Arts Editor
the_ticker@..scsu. baruch.cuny. edu

I noticed him interacting with the professor later on. She wanted to clarify how he wanted to be addressed. He didn't care. He only cared in a previous class because he wanted to distinguish himself from another student. That
was that.
7: J5 p.m.: On my way to class, I noticed emergency vehicles on 18th Street: Rushing to find out what was the cause
of the commotion, I saw an area roped off and a body covered with a yellow tarp, beside a motorcycle with a black
shoe behind it. In the background, students crammed into a side entrance to get to class.
Adrenaline pumped. I, connected with a photographer on the scene and then rushed to find the news editor that I
had class with. Twice. The same building. Scrambling to get facts. Had to walk all away around the block. Street
roped off. I ran-Up to the front. Past students. Photo flashes. Through the lines. Standard procedure. Security is
mute. Life goes on. Class in session. They say "He." It was a male. Hejumpedfrom an empty classroom on the
15th floor. The floor was blocked off. Classes canceled. Call DCPI, police public information. This is our scoop.

c'

9/J 6/99 The next day, the danger of Hurricane Floyd loomed over us alL I walked into The l1ck~r office to (ind out
what the latest developments were. The news editor pulled me to the side and told me he needed to speak With me
privately. We walked out of the office and, solemnly, he said that he knew the identity of the student. We knew him.
He was one of us.

j
I

I

Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
ticker_sportstdiscsu. baruch. cuny. edu

His name was Thomas Berk.
Monyne Bowman
Advertising
ticker_ad_mgr@,scsu.baruchcuny.edu

1felt weird. The same one... I had class with him just before that happened. He didn't seem... Who am I to judge...
I barely knew him... I remember... I 'meant to talk with him:
That was more than I had expected. That wasn't that.
I walked down the street in the rain with what felt like electrical currents pulsating through my head. It felt as if a
million needles were being inserted into the top ofmy skulL I called a friend on a pay phone and told her. Are you
alright? Yeah, it wasn't me, I said fronting indifference. What did I care? Did I really even know the kid? But I.
know I did care. If I didn't then why did I feel the way the stormy air around me looked. I hung up. I had to write.
I had to get it 'out ofmy head. It felt as if it would explode. My hand trembled as it raced across the pages.
Questions flooded my mind as Floyd flooded the streets. Why didn't I notice anything in class? If there were more
people and services available, could they have spotted trouble? Why is it that student services are always the first to
be cut? JViIl we forget about this tomorrow, or will another student have to leave this existence at the 18th street
building? Do we concentrate so hard on academics and lose sight ofthe students? Are we losing sight of the students?
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Professor Bridgett Davis

Professor Da~is has taught three classes in which Thomas Berk was her student.
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advantage of the Army's opportunities to excel
and have succeeded in the civilian job market.
As for Ms. Walker, I think you should look
deep inside yourself and learn from your experiences and continue with your education. As
for any young person who. is thinking about
any of the military branches, I can only hope
that you look deep inside yourself before
choosing. For it is a big-responsibility you will
be given, and if you do decide to enter, I congratulate you and hope you the best of luck and
continue U? better yourself for you will not
regret your decision if you go with your heart.

William Navarro

Politlcs and Stuff

Pat Buchanan: An Empire Unto Himself
.By Mark Heron
Staff Writer
Patrick Buchanan is at it again. Who is
Patrick Buchanan? He is a Presidential
Candidate currently running on the Republican
Party Ticket. You may be wondering why am
I bothering to write about this candidate?
What do I care or for that matter the readers of
this paper? I think a lot of readers the general
public would wantjo know if their elected official is a bigot or a racist before pulling that
lever in the voting booth.
Patrick Buchanan in is quest for the
Republican Presidential nomination has writtea.a.new book -Qlled ".A. Republic, Not.an
Empire." In it he says that the United States
should not have gotten involved in WWII. In
fact he says that since the United States had no
vital interests in Europe and Hitler was only
interested in carving out an empire out ofeastern Europe, then we had no business in stop-·
ping him. Excuse me Patty but where do you
think :'he was going to go next. Forgive me for
thinking that after conquering Europe and
spilling the blood of Jews, Gypsies and millions of innocents where would he tum next?
You must see why this concerns me, you see I

am not white, blond, nor blue' eyed and this
would be considered sufficient for me to end
up dead.
Buchanan subscribes to the idea that if you
are not white and rich then you have no place
in America He also believes that America
should shut their doors on all immigrants that
are not from English speaking countries. He
wants an America where we would return to
the days of being an isolationist nation. Under
this theory we would not have went to Kosovo,
Baghdad, Somalia, Indonesia., or help the victims of the earthquake in Turkey. Wake up
people this man is running for President ofThe
United States.
Why is it that Patrick-Buchannan and·~
on the right of'his Party feel that it is OK to
spout off this rhetoric and still. hope to get
elected? My answer is that it's because they
have no fear of a backlash by the voters. The
time of mass voter participation is way past.
We need to get out there and take back our public offices and let them (the politicians) know
that we elected them to represent all people,
and that race baiting and trying to set the races
and the classes against each other will not
work. The only thing that counts is the vote.
Use it wisely.

'Khalsa'. It was a time in history when the
Muslims had invaded parts of India and were
forcing' conversion into Islam. The guru's
Sikhs were trained to be warriors and posed a
serious. threat to Mughal advances. The
'Khalsa' represents a saint-soldier. The religion itself believes in practicing Miri-piri (
Miri signifies the skills of a warrior, a warrior
that defends the weak. Piri means spirituality
or acquiring saintlike qualities).
The basic tenets of Sikhism are: 1) devotion
to one God, the ultimate truth, the creator of
one universe. 2) To earn a living by" honest
means. 3) To share the fruits of one's living
with others. 4) Selfless community service 5)
To nurture courage and dignity, blended with
humility and compassion.
The 'Guru Granth Sahib' is the religious text
of the sikhs. The five virtues 'according to
Sikhism are: Truth, Contentment, Patience,
Faith and Compassion. The five vices are:
Lust, Anger, Greed, Attachment and Pride.
The institution of langar ('free kitchen') is
basic to Sikhism. Anyone and everyone is welcome to share free meals at the sikh gurudwaras (temples) at any time.
This writing would not be complete without

mentioning our ongoing struggle for freedom.
The Sikhs living in Panjab (India) have been
inflicted with gross human .rights violations by
the Indian Government. Government actions
have killed of tens of thousands of Sikhs. The
Panjab state courts have estimated that security forces murdered over 200,000 Sikh men,
women and children since 1984. Therefore,
we now have one goal: An independent nation
state for the Sikhs called 'Khalistan'.
"All humans are born free and equal in dignity and rights. ~They are endowed with reason
and conscience and should act towards one
another in a spirit of brotherhood." So says the
first article of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.
The new world needs to address meaningfully
the freedom aspirations of the Sikhs and all
other wronged communities of the world.
After all, the right to freedom and to live is a
fundamental human right. As the Sikh nation
celebrates 300 years of modem existence, the
world community has a unique opportunity to
learn about our history and our aspirations in
our own voices. Hopefully, I've made a contribution to that end.

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The TIcker editorial staff. The TIcker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing ~r space and clarity. AddresS all opinion pieces and let~ to.·Op--Eds editor.
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Sikh and Ye Shall- Find -A Religion Turns 300 Years Young

Take a look! Open your eyes!
. His name was Thomas Berk.

- _.

ners, which makes USG hypocritical. This
occurred when Carl Aylrnan (USG's advisor).
and I were discussing the location of the health
.Many students and administrators believe
center. As the conversation continued USG
members began tapping their pencils, clearing
that the student government is weak and does
nothing. This was true for the of the previous
their throats and making rude noises, hinting
government [OSSG], but I did not blame the
that our conversation was too long.
I would now like to quote from the FIST platcouncil members. The ineffectiveness of
DSSG was caused by the ignorance of the
form. "Basic courtesy and common decencies
executive branch in properly guiding the countowards students from administrative personcil members to be proactive student representaal... Rude treatment... works to increase student
rives.
discontent and is an insult... FIST also states,
"USG must not forget to keep fire under the
By comparison to the previous DSSG president, Sara Garibaldi seems to be highly motihealth center poL. The administration has'
vated, determined and ready to make changes.
identified and apparently selected a site - one
She is wellaware.. oftbe.promises made.zo.sn». ... site.~. w.beastudents ,were supposed..to.have.
dents when elected and encourages alf..couneil· options to choose from." .
members to review the FIST platform.
Practice what you preach! I found your
The first promise on the FIST platform was
actions towards Carl and I to be rude an insuIt"full 24-hour access to the library during
ing, and to make your actions more hypocritical our discussion was about the site selection
midterms and finals." Garibaldi is working on
this promise by.meeting with Arthur Downing,
of the health center.
chief librarian. This is a start, and she has
Advice: IfUSG does not take the time to disinformed the other council members that they
cuss and plan ahead, then administrators will
too should be meeting with administrators.
do it for you. This places USG and the stuGaribaldi asked council members to return
dents at a disadvantage, spend time fixing and
fighting the problem. Take the time to prevent
next week stating they have met or have an
appointment with a certain administrator.
the problem
Although Garibaldi is highly motivated, we
have yet to see ifher energy will pass on to the
other members in" council.
Another issue that was addressed during the
meeting was whether or not to keep a weekly
attorney. that was employed by the former
ESSA, hired to help students with legal probKavita Singh Mokha
lems. The council members voted to keep the
Contributing Writer
attorney and Sunil Madray (evening senator)
will follow up on the contractual' arrangements
As Sikhs all over the world celebrate the 300
with an attorney.
years of Sikhism, I felt an urge to write about
Besides administrative issues, the USG is
it. 'Sikh' means 'a student or learner'. Ever
having an open house on Thursday, Sept. 23,
seen
guys wear turbans and beards? For
from 12:30 p.m.-2 p.m .• at 360 PAS, room
starters, that is the easiest way to identify a
1531. The goal of the open house is to allow
sikh. But since most Sikhs do need follow the
students to meet the new USG, and fill in
traditional form and chose to cut their hair, it
empty position on council.
would be hard to tell one in a crowd .
Although USG seems to be taking an active
Sikhism is one of the most recent religions of
role. there is still a lack of unity and profesthe world. The Sikhs are originally inhabitants
sionalism. Attendance is one factor that conof' 'Panjab' state in North-Eastern India.
tributes to this problem. Out of the 17 council
Formally established as a distinct faith in 1699,
members that were elected, only 10 were prethe foundations of this faith were laid in the
sent, barely making quorum. If there is no
principles and ideas of the Sikhs' first saintquorum, then no official meeting can be held.
Guru Nanak Dev ji . At the time, Hinduism
Another problem is punctuality. The meetings
had become highly ritualistic and caste-orientare scheduled to start at 5:30 p.m., but did not
ed. Guru Nanak preached the existence of one
begin until 5:50 p.m.. USG does not begin
God- the formless one and refuted the caste
their meetings based on a scheduled time.
system. One of his teachings was, "Greater
They are based on when the food arrives.
than
truth is truthful living". He was succeded
When the pizza arrives the meeting begins. As
by 9 saints (gurus). It was the tenth Guru ofthe
a student I.found this to be rude. Why· should
Sikhs-Guru, Gobind singh ji, that formally
students have to wait an -extra 20 minutes
baptized the Sikhs in 1699 by giving them
because the pizza was not ordered earlier?
'baptism of the sword' and naming them
Another problem USG has is a lack of man-

Senior Staff
Sarah Ashfaq, Bianca Dieckmann. Graceann Hall.
Hameem Kader, Kiro

His name was Thomas Berk.
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paying jobs in the civilian sector based on conof weapons training. The
receive some
nections, experience, and the discipline it gives
fact is that as a soldier you are required to have
soldiers who serve for over a year.
an understanding of weapons just in the case
I cannot give an explanation for Ms. Walker's
that you are required to defense yourself- even
happenings. I can give my point of view and
as a medic or a chaplain. Additionally, Ms.
experiences.' Fort Jackson is the largest Anny
Walker committed perjury when she signed her
training post in the Anny. There is no excuse
enlistment papers. A clause in military enlistfor initial processing to last three weeks. Due
ment is that the soldier has no moral obligato FT Jackson's large training population, they
tions against the use of weapons. By signing
have training cycles starting every week. I do
her enlistment contract to collect a bonus, Ms.
not understand exactly why Ms. Walker was
Walker lied on her contract.
singled out to start three weeks later. Drill
The true reason Ms. Walker had problems
.Sergeants
not take "vacations" during a
with the service was because she expected the
training cycle, they are only authorized leave
military to be an easy day camp. She had no .
during certain periods in the year and on an offconcept of the responsibility she had
cycle. The only time I have seen soldiers
embarked. Initial training is hard, but it is by
delayed at the reception station is when they
no means inhumane- especially today, where
had complicated paper work or when they were' training is highly scrutinized and monitored by
physically unfit to enter a training company
senior brass. Today's Drill Instructors are
. given the challenge of taking young people,
and have to be remediate.
For all service members, immune shots are a
usually ranging from 17 to 22~ and teaching
them a sense of discipline, honesty, and techfact of life. The military provides some of the
finest medical aid along with that are immune
nology based knowledge in a short time span
that it is almost hard to believe. Yet, if you
shots to prevent group illnesses. Every soldier
•
is periodically given shots, such as flu shots,
look at some of the young people in the Army
today, those who have served in Koslove,
and annotated on an individuals immune
Hurricane Mitchell, or even during Hurricane
record. These records, along with other medFloyd, you can tell that our drill sergeants have
ical records, are accessible by the soldier. Ms.
done their job above and beyond the call.
Walker's problems with M-16 classes were also
Those who have chosen to voluntarily serve
brought on by herself. Anyone entering the
have also performed to challenges and taken
service is foolish in thinking that they will not

Witenko to USG:·Talk is Cheap!
(Even When You Hire a Lawyer)

f

Kin Ping Koo* .....' ..... Arts Editor
the Jicker@scsu. baruc h. cuny edu

--~_.

Dear Mrs. Hall,
I recently was reading The Ticker When' I
came upon the "Be All You Can Be: Don't Join
the Army" article [Sept. 15th Issue, Features
Section]. I felt that Miss Walker gave a fairly
one-sided view, which can darken a person's
perception of the Anny and the young men,
and women who take pride in their profession.
I concede to the fact that the military is not an
easy life, but inilitary service is extremely
rewarding.
The Army put a lot of work into choosing a
slogan before it choose the "Be All You Can
Be" slogan. While the slogan may be a little
funny, it is real. The Anny provides you all the
opportunities to excel as long as you are willing to put some effort and take advantage of
them. I walked through Ms. Walker's footsteps
a couple of years prior to her at Fort Jackson
while being trained as a medical specialist.
Today I have attended several schools while
traveling across the United States, and I am finishing my senior year thanks to the Army and
it's programs. Additionally, the military in general prepares its service members for higher

Dov Gertzulin •.........• Business Editor
tickerbUS@usa.net

I xeroxed his information and forwarded a copy to the sports editor. That was that.
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It was expected to be the largest pay-per-view
audience tor a non-heavyweight fight. Two of
the best welterweights of the decade were about
to uni fy 2/l of the championship for a comhined purse of $29.5 million. The fans were
ready. the expectations were high. Comparisons
v.. ere made to the great Leonard/Hearns fight of
almost 2 decades ago. It was supposed to be the
tight of the year in a year that already had
match ups like Holyfield/Lewis, De La
Hoya/Quartey and Trinidad/Whittaker. Two
evenly matched boxers, undefeated welterweight champions of the world. Both of whom
defeated the man I once considered the greatest
welterweight, Pernell Whitaker (although I still
question De La Hoyais victory over "Sweet
Pea") It was no wonder that the odds were 7 to
I in favor of a draw.
The bell finally rang, the promotions ended,
it was time to live up to the hype. But it was a
disappointing start. Each fighter seemed too
conscious of the other's talent. They were both
cautious and defensive. De La Hoya ran around
inside the ring the entire fight while Trinidad
reluctantly pursued. The first round was close,
I gave it to De La Hoya as well as the next two
rounds. De La Hoya was winning the fight six
rounds to two on my scorecard but he soon
relinquished this lead. Trinidad, feeling desperate, became more aggressive and out boxed
De La Hoya The rest of the way. I gave
Trinidad the fast 4 rounds. I thought it was a
draw as' so many fans had predicted but it
seems that one of the judges gave one of the
close early rounds to Trinidad and another
called a round even. Decision: Judge Glen
Hamada 114-1 14, judge Jerry Roth 115-113
•
and Judge Bob Logiste 115-114 for Felix

.......

Barkley,Shaquille Oneile and Jack Nicholson
all occupied ring side seats.
The fight was delayed because of a missing
mouthpiece for Trinidad, and of course' the
commentators revealed their conspiracy theory
about the missing mouthpiece.
.
The bell finally rung, the promotions ended,
it was time to live up to the hype. But it was a
slow start. Both fighters seemed well aware of
the other's talents. They were both cautious
and defensive. It was not to be the fight ~e
were, all expecting De La Hoya ran around
inside the ring the entire fight while Trinidad
reluctantly pursued. The first round was close,
I gave it to De La Hoya, who also won the next
two rounds. De La Hoya was winning the fight
six rounds to two on my scorecard but he soon
relinquished this lead. Trinidad, feeling desperate, became more aggressive and out boxed
De La Hoya the rest of the way. I gave Trinidad
the last 4 rounds. I thought it was a draw, as so many fans had predicted, but it seems that one
of the Judges gave one of the close early rounds
to Trinidad and another called a round even.
Decision: Judge Glen Hamada 114-114, judge
Jerry Roth 115-113 and Judge Bob Logiste 115114 for felix Trinidad, new WBC and still IBF
welterweight champion of the world.

••<,.......
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cameras

WBC and iBF welterweight champion Felix "TIton Trinidad poses for the
d~ri;;g·:'.
celebration in his native Puerto Rico. Trinidad defeated Oscar De La Hoya in a 12-round
decision Saturday night.

Trinidad, new WBC and still IBF welterweight
champion of the world,
While the main event captivated the interest
of the minuscule boxing fan, the undercard was
about as exciting as watching paint dry. But
then, you donit buy the fight for the undercard.
The first fight was for the IBA continental
super flyweight championship where Eric
Morel easily defeated Miguel Angel Granados.
Next up was the womenis JBA 4 round featherweight championshipwhere champion Mia St
John defeated Kelly Powney. The third fight
was no different than the first two in that the
champion overwhelmed the challenger except
that there was a well recognized figure
involved in this one. Eric Butterbean Esch

once again proved he is the king of the 4rounder. Saturday night he raised his record to
47-1-2 with a TKO of Kenny Craven' with 1:05
left in the second round.
There was some excitement in the last fight
before the main event. Challenger Dale Brown
18-0-1 was closing the gap against IBF cruiserweight Champion Vassiliy Jirov 21-0 but Jirov
connected with a powerful
punch in the
l Oth round that sent Brown to the canvas. This
improved the Champs record to 22-0 with 20
K.O.s
Now-it was time for the main event. The seats
were filled, sold out to boxing enthusiasts who'
paid as much as $7,000 for tickets fromscalpers. Andre Agassi, Steffi Graf, Charles

On Any Given Sunday... By Shan-san Wu
Last Week's record: Painful.
Denver at Tampa Bay: Denver won't go 0-3.
Washington at NYJets: BRAD Johnson wins.
Detroit at Kansas City: Batcll is the real deal.
Atlanta at St. Louis: Vermeil pulls off upset.
Philadelphia at Buffalo: Bills win 2nd in row.
CinciRnatratCarolma:.BeucrJcmtoWalIs '
Ctevetand at BaItimore:- FSU rouId beat CLE.
Tennessee-at Jacksonville: Jaguars romp Neil 00.
Indianapolis at San Diego: Peyton still raw.
-Minnesota·-at Green Bay: Purples dominate Favre.
Chicago at Oakland: One word: Wheatley!
NYGiants at New England: Bledsoe's the man.

body

The Long and Short Winding Roads
sets but Agassi lost serve just 3 times in the
Contributing Writer
match and just reaching the finals had given
him enougbrpoints to take away the number,
After an early withdrawal by Pete Sampras, one spot from Pete.
who would have thought that we would still
Now in Queens, most had anticipated an all
hav_e two Americans in the finals of the last US
American final on the mens' side. The expecopen of the the millennium? I certainly didn't tations were high for another Sampras/Agassi
foresee an Andre Agassi vs. Todd Martin finale.
match, like the one on July 4 in England. But
And what a finale it was. A five setter 6-4. 6- a disappointed Pete was forced to withdraw
7(5-7), 6-7(2-7), 6-3. 6-2 victory for the most from the tournament due to injury. Agassi
returned to the US Open final by defeating
popular tennis player in the world, Andre
Agassi
number 3 seed Yevgeny Kafelinkov in 4 sets.
It's been a tumultuous year for the 29 year There, another American. another 29-year old
old Las Vegas native. A French Open champi- who regularly plays Davis cup was awaiting his
onship, which completed his career grand slam,
second shot at a major title. While Agassi's
finalist at Wimbledon and another U.S. open return to the top was short, Todd Martin faced
title all contributed to his number I ranking on
a long and winding road to glory. And he is still
the ATP. That is his second number I this year.
on it. Martin has hail a wonderful career but the
This is the same Agassi that was ranked 141 in grand slam title has elluded him. He was a
the world two years ago after his marriage to
finali~ in the Australian Open in 1994 but lost
Brook Shields. His journey to the top of men's
to Sampras. He was also a semi-finalist at
tennis again was not easy. Agassi had to play Wimbledon and the U.S. Open that. same year.
satellite tournaments just to rack up points to
Now at number 7 in the world, Martin was
get back in a respectable ranking. A hard road playing the best tennis in his career. He was
but a short one.
well focused and optimistic about his chances
DOwn two. sets to none. he somehow manto be in the U .S~ Open final. Greg Rusedsky
aged to rally back to defeat former French
was serving for the match in the quarterfinals
Open champion Carlos Moya in the 1999
but Martin was somehow able to score 17
French open (am I sorry I turned off the TV
straight points on his way to advancing to the
after the second set). He continued to advance semis. With a comeback like that you are sureto the finals where he was down championship to excite a few fans, and since Guga was
points but once again turned things around to
knocked out, I cheered for him even in the that
win and complete his career grand slam with
five-set final against Agassi.
the clay court title that had eluded him for so
Now number 4 in the world;we can be sure
long.
that Martin still has some exciting tennis left in
Next was Wimbledon, where only 3 names him and we can expect numerous victories for
have been on the men singlefs trophies since the United States while he is on the Davis cup
1992, one of them Agassiis. He would advance
team. However, at 29, it is inconceivable that
to the finals of tennis' most prestigious toumahe will have such an opportunity at a grand
ment but I~ there ~ainst the man who will
slam title again. It was a memorable year in
soon be considered, WIthout a doubt, the great- tennis and both Andre Agassi and Todd Martin
est to eyer pla~the_sPQIJ._S~w~~ in~__ ~on~~ied~nsely to it.
By Tereace Sukhdeo

By Jon Minners
Asylum Production Editor

!

Hey yo! Welcome to my comer, where I deal
with ideals for the mind. A look into the world
of sports even Mike Lupica dares not enter. My
sarcastic verbal jabs knock all opponents to the
mat. No one is safe. I'm an equal opportunist.
Oscar De La Hoya: Igot two words for 'ya,
Ha! Hal I liked the guy when he was in the
Olympics and rooted for him all the way until
after he beat Chavez and developed a huge ass
ego. I'm glad Trinidad knocked it down a peg
or two. Now, if only someone can do something about that Prince Naseem guy.
You know, I like football, but I'm really not
feeling it this year. Hopefully after the World
Series, I can get into it more. The Jets and
Giants winning. on the regular would help as
well.
The Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC)
should get interesting again, as Ken Shamrock
plans on leaving the World : Wrestling
Federation (WWF) for a small amount of time
to compete again. Maybe they can convince
Royce Gracie to make a comeback, too.
Speaking of the WWF, I am getting a little
pissed off. There seems to be a lot of narrow
minded people out there. People who just don't
understand or can't handle the WWF's recent
rise to popularity.
Jesse Ventura refs a WWF match and people
call him a disgrace to politics. What did he do
wrong? He was once a wrestler. Why can't he
visit his old profession. Giuliani got dressed in
drag and went on Saturday Night Live, but no
one complained then. True, he was a disgrace
already, but he still got re-elected and it looks

like he is in the lead over Hillary "I don't stand
by my man since he's currently walking all
over me" Clinton at the moment for the
Senatorial race. He was only acting, why can't
Ventura.
Wrestling is a combination of sports, soap
opera and action adventure series. These guys
are athletes. You try doing what they do. Try
going on the road for 280 days without an offseason. These guys are actors who are a part of
elaborate storylines that can also be seen on All
My Children, general Hospital, etc. Ifwomen
can have soaps, why can't men?
Sure,
wrestlers utter the f-word, but not all the
fuckin' time. The South Park movie and the
Witch Project had curses in it left and right, but
they were received very well by the critics and
rightfully so. They were good, and that is all
that mattered. And yes, occasionally there is
"accidental" nudity, but how many times did I
have to put up with NYPD Blue showing
Dennis Franz's god damned ass.
So, get off it. Wrestling is just a hybrid form
of all these kinds of entertainment. Still, pe0ple question UPN's judgment in airing the
show as part of their fall schedule.· Phil
Mushnick of the Post is always putting
wrestling down every chance he gets. The
news scoffs at it and politicians call Ventura a
fool. At least he wasn't using cigars for allthe
wrong reasons.
People, get a clue. You're just looking for
something that isn't there. I know, you say,
"But it's my opinion, and • think..."
"It doesn't matter what you thinkl," I say in
my best Rock impersonation. "You can have
your opinion. I have the truth. Now get off my
comer and take your business elsewhere."
Later...
-------- - "---.
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